A photo indexing is presented to facilitate the browsing of a large collection of photos associated with specified persons in photo. The proposed method aims at exploiting additional person-identity features in order to cope with the limitations of conventional person-based image or photo indexing using facial features only. Person-identity feature is created by the combination of face region and associated contextual information. For consistent use of associated contextual information, situation-based photo clustering is adopted. Experiment was performed with 1120 generic home photos (the official database of MPEG-7 VCE-3.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, due to the proliferation of digital camera, our daily life has been captured, stocked, and shared in a digital way. As the volume of photo collection is continuously increasing, people would usually like to organize their photo collections based on specific persons of interest, like family or friends [1, 2] . However, manual annotation by users is usually time-consuming and inconsistent, so that it has been a big hurdle for users to browse their photos subsequently and to share them with others. In order to solve this problem, automatic approach for person-based photo indexing is much desired.
Many conventional methods for person-based image and video indexing usually have been designed with only facial feature [3, 4] . They have focused mostly on dealing with two essential tasks: face detection and recognition. Main interest of the technologies has been on general face authentication for applications to security system, e.g., smart surveillance camera, gate control system, etc. Since security camera takes pictures in a fixed place, the captured pictures would usually contain stationary background and illumination conditions.
Contrary to security images, home photo usually contains more complex background with bigger pose and illumination variation [5] . As such, the face detection and recognition can be more difficult task in generic home photo. The detected face regions in home photos often have poor and unsuitable quality for conventional recognition technique. Recognizing faces under big changes in illumination [10, 16, 17, 18, 19] , and pose and expression of person [20, 21, 22] remains a largely unsolved problem.
However, we have observation that some characteristics of generic home photo would be beneficial to person-based photo indexing; (1) persons of interest at a home domain are generally restricted to small subsets of persons, e.g., family, friends, or relatives; (2) they usually exhibits frontal faces; (3) a series of photos taken in close proximity of time often contains stationary visual context since ones would tend to take several pictures in a fixed place, where the things make the pictures different would be only subject pose/position or camera setting/position changes.
Given the beneficial characteristics of home photos, we see that person identification can be easier by considering other contextual information in addition to facial image than facial image only [13, 14] . In a temporal context with small time difference, individual visual appearances, e.g., face and clothes, and also illumination condition have little changed. In other word, a person within a photo collection taken with small time proximity looks much more similar than do the same person appeared in a certain database that was taken a great while ago.
Given the observations, we propose to group photos in a temporal domain, and cluster and index them by fusing the identity features that are restricted by temporal features. The detailed algorithm is presented in the following sections.
TEMPORAL PHOTO GROUPING
While image and video share many important characteristics, they differ greatly in the availability of temporal context. An image/video frame's temporal context includes those images or frames that are temporally adjacent to each other. Due to the lack of temporal context in images, image understanding has been difficult in view of temporal context. However, a collection of photos continuously taken in a period of time may create a temporal context. The time stamp can be obtained from Exif metadata of photo [6] . Photos that are taken in a given period of time exhibit similar background scenery or subject of interest. The photos are more like story telling. While if a photo collection was captured hours apart, the context may be meaningless, if it was captured seconds or minutes apart, the contents are very likely to be related. However, visual dependencies between photos are generally much weaker than between video frames, since the elapsed times between images are much greater than those between typical video frames. In addition, the elapsed times between photos are highly variable, ranging from seconds to days.
From this reason, we define an atomic semantic indexing unit, called 'situation', which is collection of visually similar photos taken in close proximity of time. In sense of situation, specific persons would appear one or more time in situation cluster. There would be no change in persons' appearances, such as clothes, hairs, and so on, in the situation cluster. So, temporal photo grouping based on situation can be the way to accommodate person's clothes to person-identity features. The algorithm in detail was presented our previous studies in [13, 14] . We assume that, after temporal grouping, we get that is a set of
, where all situation clusters are mutually exclusive each other, i.e.
PERSON BASED MULTI-FEATURE FUSION WITH TEMPORAL CONTEXT
To fuse person identity features, let be a set of target persons that is assumed to be of interest in a specific person group. And, let be a set of
I identity features of an unknown person to be indexed to one of the target persons, where may contains facial or clothes features. Then, a classifier based on a maximum posteriori probability that an identity feature set, , belongs to the person can be constructed as follows,
where is the target person having a maximum probability value. 
where and are negligible since they are the same value over all target persons without any prior knowledge. So, the above equation can be written again as follows, As stated above, multiple person identity features can be fused in multiplication of each one. Next, let us consider the person identity feature fusion in a situation cluster. Given a situation cluster ( ), let [8, 12] for distance measure, producing a numeric distance of from person-identity features of the target person in the database. As similar to the above, we propose to build SVM models to train target persons specified in the database, instead of collecting feature instances in the database. SVM is a binary decision model that is used to find the decision function of optimal linear hyper-plane given labeled data. The hyper-plane is linearly separable in the feature space ( ). In the SVM, the input feature in the space ( ) is mapped onto the feature space ( ) via a nonlinear mapping (
, allowing one to perform nonlinear analysis of the input data using a linear method. In general SVM, a kernel is designed to map the input feature space ( ) to the high dimensional feature space. With the 'kernel trick' property [12, 15] , the kernel can be considered as a similarity measure between the two feature vectors without explicit computation of the map F ϕ . Using the kernel function, the SVM models for each concept are trained with features of training data. For this, an optimal hyper-plane is found to correctly classify the training data. By solving the optimization problem of SVM, the decision function ( n Φ ) to predict the target person of unseen face feature vector is formed as follows,
where n Φ is SVM model for the target person. However, since a SVM model produce a real value ranged from −∞ to ∞ , the output value of the is not a posterior probability. So, in order to construct the SVM model to produce a posterior probability, the output confidence value of the SVM is fitted to a parametric sigmoid model. As replacing the conditional feature, , with the SVM output, the above equation can be modified as a form of parametric sigmoid fitting model [23] for a target person as follows,
where n Φ is decision function of SVM model for the target person , and and are parameters to determine the shape of the sigmoid model for the target person. So, the SVM confidence is fitted to the probabilistic output ranged from 0 to 1. The best parameters ( are estimated by solving the regularized maximum likelihood problem with a set of labeled training examples [23] . Each person-identity feature can be directly indexed to one of target persons as comparing it with trained personidentity features of the target persons. However, instead of using direct indexing, we propose to merge similar personidentity features in each given situation cluster into a single 'person cluster', and then index the person cluster to a target person. This is because photos in a situation cluster are often taken in similar environment so that persons' outwear in the photos is often stationary. Meanwhile, clothes information is ineligible in similarity matching with the existing database, since they are only valid in a specific period of time. Here, we can expect one disadvantage of the 'clustering-after-indexing' method in that the classification errors happened in person clustering can be entirely propagated to person indexing. But, if potential personidentity features belonging to the same person are grouped into the same cluster as many as possible, we expect that associated person indexing would result in better performance.
To verify this, let and be arbitrary two personidentity features in the situation cluster ( ). If the true target person of the two different person-identity features is the same as ,
F
should be highest for correct indexing than the probability values about other target persons. However, in general cases, it is common that the probability is lower than expected since the person-identity feature might be different from the true target person's features in the database, due to variable capturing condition, subject pose, age, etc. In addition, some person-identity features, such as clothes information, are ineligible in similarity matching with the features in the database, since they are only valid in a specific period of time. So, arbitrary two person-identity features in a specific period of time often give more reliable similarity measure, i.e., the following condition is highly probable in a situation group for .
where is a certain person-identity feature set, which belongs to the whole set of person-identity features in the database ( ) for a target person ( ).
Based on the assumption, the probability that arbitrary two person-identity features about a potential target person ( ), and , can be written as
produce probabilistic output of the similarity distance, we also employ a sigmoid model fit for the similarity distance as follows for [23] ,
where is similarity measure for comparing two personidentity features, and 
CLUSTERING AND INDEXING
In this paper, hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) method is used for the person clustering [7] . The HAC is one of the popular unsupervised clustering methods. The person clustering is carried out according to the following steps:
(1) For a given situation cluster , start with all singleton clusters that are composed of one person-identity feature vector 
. All the person clusters in the situation cluster are mutually exclusive each other, i.e., , subject to φ 
where is representative face feature for the .
As similar to the above, we propose to build SVM models to train target persons specified in the database, instead of collecting feature instances in the database. The decision function to predict the target person of unseen face feature vector ( ) is formed as follows,
where K is kernel function such as linear function, radialbasis function (RBF) or polynomial function. is support vector of the hyper-plane for the target person, is vector of corresponding weighting values of the support vector, is corresponding class vector of the support vector, and is the threshold optimized for the target person. The negative value of the output means that the input feature would be far from the target person while the positive value of the output does that the input feature would be close to the target person. The absolute value of the output stands for the distance of the input feature from the target person. As seen in the above, to construct the SVM model to produce a posterior probability, the output confidence value of the SVM is fitted to a parametric sigmoid model. The form of parametric sigmoid fitting model for a target person is estimated as follows,
where is decision function of SVM model for the target person , and and are parameters to determine the shape of the sigmoid model for the target person ( ). So, the SVM output ranged from −∞ to is fitted to the probabilistic output ranged from 0 to 1. Each SVM model for the target persons output a numeric confidence value to the input face feature vector ( ). Then, a set of probability values of the vector over all target persons is produced as follows,
Finally, the person cluster represented by the is indexed to a person as selecting the most confident target person as follows, 
EXPERIMENTS
Experiments were performed with 1120 home photos that come from the official database of the MPEG-7 visual core experiment 3 (VCE-3) data set [9] . The MPEG-7 VCE-3 aims at verifying the usefulness of the MPEG-7 visual descriptors for person-based photo indexing. Photos of the database were contributed by several participants in the MPEG-7 VCE-3 who had taken the photo. The VCE-3 also provides corresponding ground truth (GT) set for the databases that contains the eye positions of each person.
In the experiment, 684 photos were used for training the 27 target persons. The remainder has been used for testing. Two SVM kernels have been used: linear and Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernels. The average number of positive and negative training samples is about 25 per person. The number of negative training samples is the same as positive ones to avoid the training from being unbalanced. The average number of testing samples is about 17 per person. As is in [13, 14] , for the situation-based photo clustering, we used five MPEG-7 visual descriptors as visual features: color structure (CS), scalable color (SC), color layout (CL), edge histogram (EH), and homogeneous texture (HT) descriptors of the MPEG-7 [11] . The test data set was divided into 13 situation clusters by the proposed method.
Person-identity features were extracted by using MPEG-7 visual descriptors; the advanced face recognition (AFR) descriptor is used for face feature, the MPEG-7 CS descriptor is used for color feature of person's clothes, and the MPEG-7 EH descriptor is used for texture feature of person's clothes. In addition, the MPEG-7 illumination invariant color descriptor (IICD) was combined the CS for more robust color feature to illumination variation.
In this paper, we normalize face image by scaling the original image into 56 lines ( ) with 46 pixels ( ) in each line. This is for balanced face comparison regardless of image resolution. The center positions of the two eyes in the face image is located on the 24 If T clusters has been generated in a certain threshold, the error rate ( ε ) is calculated as follows, , ) (
where, is the number of person-identity features of the persons that belong to the person cluster and is the number of person-identity features of the majority persons of the person cluster. In this paper, the clustering threshold was fixed to a value so that the number of person clusters would be close to the number of the GT person clusters.
Here, we consider two important aspects of HAC. Firstly, in HAC, the number of clusters is in inverse proportion to the clustering threshold. Thus, the higher threshold produces the smaller number of clusters, regardless of feature type. Secondly, whatever the clustering method is, the error rate is in proportion to the clustering threshold. Although we may adopt a small clustering threshold for reducing error rate, then any of the clusters will contains small number of person-identity features. Consequently, too many clusters, compared to GT clusters, obviously produces no or little gain of the combination of multiple person identity features. Thus the best strategy in the decision of the number of person clusters is to make the number of person clusters to be equal to the number of GT clusters. In the test database, the number of the GT person clusters is 36. To reach the number of the GT person clusters, the clustering using face feature only showed the error rate of 14.19% at the HAC threshold of 0.24, while the clustering using the combination of face and clothes features reduced the error rate to 0.67% at the HAC threshold of 0.29. As a result, incorporating the clothes feature with the face feature reduced error rate thus would be quite helpful to correctly identify persons in given situation cluster.
The average performance was calculated by 0.5 × (recall + precision) where recall and precision was measured as follows, Table 1 . First, we tested the effect that the situation clustering would come to the indexing. For this, the experiment was performed without situation clustering, where clothes feature was unusable and thus only face feature was used. In the Table 1 , (1) shows average performance of person indexing without situation clustering and person clustering. In results, average recall and precision in case of using linear kernel were about 53.22% and 56.59%, respectively. Meanwhile, average recall and precision in case of using Gaussian RBF kernel were increased to 70.51% and 73.40%, respectively. As we stated above, this is because the Gaussian RBF kernel would have superior capability in 1 to N decision. In the Table 1 , (2) shows average performance of person indexing incorporated with situation clustering and person clustering. In case of using only face feature in the person clustering, the indexing performance was slightly enhanced to recall of 76.83% and precision of 78.29%. The indexing performance was much enhanced to recall of 92.87% and precision of 91.59% in case of using the combination of face and clothes features in the person clustering where Gaussian RBF was used as SVM kernel. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel approach is addressed to facilitate the browsing of a large collection of home photos associated with specified person(s) in photos. The goal of the proposed method is to exploit additional person-identity features as incorporating the facial regions and peripheral appearance region associated with them. For more effective incorporation of the appearance and facial features, situation-based photo clustering is also proposed. In order to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed method, experiments were performed with 1120 home photos. The experiment results showed that the proposed method of 92% outperformed the conventional method of 72% in the person-identity based photo indexing. In further works, we will study on utilization of inter-person relationship within a large database.
